This year’s **Keystone Award** goes to the Generator Program Team including **Dean Anderson, Jim Bovard, Joe Shields** and **Dave Hart** from Facilities Management, and **Chris Wayman** from Facilities Engineering and electrician, **Jessica Sczepanski**, and retiree **Alan Phelps**.

The Generator Program consists of Cornell staff across several organizations in IPP. These staff maintain 92 emergency generators on the Ithaca campus, and work to ensure the installation of new generator equipment meets University standards.

Interruption of building power can mean failure for long-running research experiments involving equipment or impact to critical campus infrastructure in dining, community centers, or residence halls.

The Generator Team’s intimate knowledge and care of the units have ensured high performance of the University’s generators. The team has earned recognition for their care and support of these University assets and for providing a reliable source of backup power that supports the academic mission of the University.

They are a great example of Cornell staff taking ownership in their work. All members are passionate and efficient, and exemplify excellence. They break down traditional barriers to collaborate across units within IPP. The group functions at a high-level with the best interests of the University in mind.

The team takes pride in their work and many leaders across IPP and campus have confidence in the Team and respect for each member.

Congratulations and Thanks to all of you!